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From: Philip Brochman
To: Alzonia Shepard
Date: 6/23/04 4:23PM
Subject: Re: Correction to Federal Register for EIE final rule

Alzonia, I was finally able to raise this issue with my management in NSIR/DNS. They have no objections
to waiting until the cumulative correction notice to issue the final rule (provided the notice is published in
the FR before the end of 2004). However, they believe that NMSS/IMNS should also approve of this
approach. I have cc'd Sandy Wastler of IMNS/RGB on this e-mail to get IMNS' thoughts.

For Sandy's benif it, I will restate the problem. In 10 CFR 40.66 and 40.67 advance notifications of source
material shipments are requried to be made to NSIR/DNS. However, not all of the paragraphs in these
two sections were corrected to DNS in the final EIE rule ;CUrrently, 40:66(b)(5),.40.66(c), 40.67(c),-and
4067(d) refer to-IMNS-Dr to an IMNS -phone number, rather than to DNS.

Please contact me if you have further questions.

Thanks
Phil Brochman

>>> Alzonia Shepard 05/04/04 09:33AM >>
I have been assigned the task of preparing the correction notice. I was wondering if we could just include
your request in our cumulative correction notice that we send to the OFR at the end of the year, or if you
believe the issue of your request is important enough that we should prepare a correction notice asap.
Please let me know what you think.

CC: Adelaide Giantelli; Francis Young; Michael Layton; Michael Lesar; Sandra Wastler
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From: Philip Brochman
To: Michael Lesar
Date: 10/26/04 12:55PM
Subject: Correction Notices

Mike, FYI - I noted a typo in an NRC FRN published today, 69 FR 62485.

In Table 1 A, line F.1, the exponent for the metric value is printed as a subscript, not a superscript.
Mathematically this changes the equation from 3.7 times 1 0,000 (1 0 to the 4th power) to 3.7 times 4 (1 0
base 4).

Separately, I had earlier this year, provided info on some corrections to 40.66 and 40.67 to send all
advance notification to Dir DNS in NSIR. Your staff indicated a desire to roll this issue into the annual
correction notice. We agreed. Question:

1. Do you need any further information from me.

2. Will this agency correction notice be published before 12/30/04?


